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ABSTRACT
Observing that the use of the language laboratory has

declined during recent years, the author proceeds tc explore ways in
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cognitive-ccde learning theory and of individualized instruction
suggests the use of the portable cassette recorder. With imaginative
application, the author feels the cassette recorder will allow the
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LE LABNATO:L RE DE LANGUTES - HIER, AUJOWW !HUI ET MEAT( N - Alain Blanchet

Who and what fool would undertake such an ambitious task,
CIO
CO especially in a half hour? It did not take me long to

C\J
come to this realization and yet I felt that I had

something to say. But who would aare lecture to teachers

LSJ
about a tool which they already know so well, a tool which

they have used for so many years? And w ho would dare play

prophet at a time when our society, the young and their

education are evolving so fast?

"Le Laboratoire de Langues Demain". Here is something to

talk about, something of concern to most of us, something we

must discuss. But how can you deal with the future without

looking at the present and the past? So here is "Le Laboratoire

de Langues, Hier, Aujourdlhui et Demaira.

The future should be of burning interest to all of us for

our future, the future of that to which we have dedicated our

careers appears to be somewhat in jeopardy. We should all

have seen the symptoms of this 3risis around us, some of

us may have felt them - a drop in enrollment at all levels;

re lack of enthusiasm and even interest in students; attacks on

our programs from communities, students and administrators.

As a junior high school chairman I have been perhaps among those

rel most sensitive to these new trends because at t he junior

high school level we are most expendable. But no matter
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what level we teach, may it be elementary, secondary or

college, this concerns us all. This is a time for change, for

re-evaluation, and probably reorganization, and we the teachers

should be the ones to initiate that change. Host of us are

aware of this situation. Even if we do not attend teacher

workshops and conferences, we read their announcements and

know their topics. We know that problems are being studied:

how to revive a waning interest in foreign languap:e study;

how to make the foreign languaLe curriculum more "relevant".

If you have seen none of these signs, let me relate to you

a small incident I experienced a few weeks ago.

A speaker came to address our enUre faculty. He is a

prominent educator but I shall not name him. I agreed at

first with his progressive thinking and his questioning of

traditionally accepted concepts and procedures until I was

shocked by his blunt statement that the first thing which

should be removed from the curriculum in any school, not our

school in particular but any school, was foreign language.

His reasoning went an all-too-common way today: Why spend

so mp.ch money on such a program when we know that after four,

six or more years of study, the larger proportion of students

remain quite incompetent in the skills which they are

supposed to have acquired? This is proved, he added,

by the eight-year study which has been swept under a rug
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where he intends to retrieve it. Why spend so much time

to achieve results which might be surpassed by sending

interested students to France for ten weeks or so?

The real problem is taat tae man is rirht, at least

to some degree in some of his statements. I like to

believe that the gentleman's shotgun ap:)roach to the

situt-tion was designed less to eliminate us and our

proErams than to move us to rethink our goals and methods.

So here we are, in 1971. Our effectiveness is being

queJtioned. Our clientele is dwindling, no longer forced

to "put in" the required number of years on the benches

of our classes to gain access to the better things of

this acadendc world. All arouna us in schools, the stress

is often placed upon concepts and attitudes which are

developped throuEh the pleasant process of discussion,

readJ.ng, "rapping". How are we FL techers going to

proliote skills which can only be acquired at the cost of

long practice and show relatively little promise of

immediate usefulness?

Many have undertaken the task of answering that question.

So many are presently involved in research and experimentation

that it would be impossible to report on all their progress

and their findings. Besides, I never intended this report

to be that kind of research paper but rather a statement of

my personal convictions which, I hope, will contribute

to their work by supporting it.

.
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About a year ago, the New York State Bureaa of Poreign

Language Education, then under the direction of Ar. Paul

Glaude, addressed a memorandum to all ford_En language

teachers in that state. This memorandum, based upon the

reports of several eminent advisory panels, puts it all

together in what I consider to be the best, rust consistent

prouosal for the 1970's. It created an opportunity for the

cognitive code-learning teory and allows for the

flexibility which should result from opening the

classroom. Basically it amounts to a workable blueprint

for the future. In addition to new teaching techniques,

it proposes an alternative to the traditional lock step

concept of progress and outlines possibilities for a

new foreign language technology.

What is the place of the foreign language laboratory

in this new order'? A9 long as we try to teach communication

skills to our students without regularly sending them

en masse overseas, we will need a device to t3xpand the

contact time between master and student. The concept of

differentiated staffing may provide an answer. The field

of electronics will most certainly continue to serve us

with some form of mechanical master, language laboratory

or whatever we may choose to call it. What will it be?

How shall we use it?

A pause is in order at this time to take a brief look

at the language laboratory and its past.



I suppose that as soon as mechanical sound production

became a possibility, its notential application to education

and more specifically to the teaching of foreign languages must

have became obvious. As a matter of fact, the first langua,ife

course was recorded in EnEland in 1904 on an Edison cylinder.

In 1918, C.C. Clark of Yale had worked long enough with this

application of icience to establish thc principles which still

govern the use of languaLe labs today. The first lab to provide

for recording of the students' responses was installed in

1929 at Middlebury. Then came the tape, paper at first - then

plastic, and then :ND A which made it possible for just about

any school district in this country to have its own shiny

language laboratory.

The early laboratory was not too different from the one we

know today with perhaps less cnrome, foam padding, check lights

and possibilities. But it was used then for the same basic reasons

as today.

1) This device provides students with an authentic tireless

and even-tempered master which will perform in the same good

French over and over again in the same pleasant, unperturbed

voice, no matter what the student's response may be. What

teacher will claim such unflinching stoicism?

5
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2) It multiplies instructional *Um by gettinr all students to

perform individually at the same time as if each was working

directly with the master.

3) It allows for evaluation, self-evalua-Aon for the student

who listens to his recorded responses,or teacher evaluaAon

by way of monitoring.

t will not attempt to start listing all the possibilities

available through tne lab. Mr. LeBlanc, I am sure, will expand

on this.

Until now, in a traditional audio-lingual program, the

language laboratory remains a very essential tool, but a tool

for reenforcement, not for presentation. Its use should

therefore be very carefully planned and timed in the learning

sequence. And yet we see today a very real decline in its

use. The language lab has often fallen in sad neglect through

abuse and misuse. It has been abused by students who will pull

out its entrails, causing it to buzz, screech, spew out sparks

and eventually expire. It has been misused by teachers who

had hoped to find in it same magical teaching nachine. Many

are now disappointed because it failed bhem, and it failed them'

because they failed to recognize the limits of its potential.

Too often, in a traditional lock-step progress situation, the
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timing of use of the lab is dictated more by the schedule

than by need. Lab reenforcement sometimes precedes presentation

because "today is our turn at the lab and we will not get

another chance at it until next Wednesday". So says the schedulel

This brings up the problem of the availability of the

lab. There is all too often one langue laboratory per school

serving many teachers and many more students. The electronic

classroom represents an attempt at solving this problem by

producing less expensive systems with limited possibilities.

Labs built in the early 6CPs are getting older and their

maintenance more costly. They are no longer the showcase of

modern technology which school distr.Lcts were eager to display

some years ago. Teachers have swunc back from the extremes

of audiolingualism which necessitated the lab. No study

has been abla to prove a definitely positive corrolation

between use of the language laboratory and overall improvement

of language achievement levels. Many language labs have now

ended up behind locked doors gathering dust.

Could it be that the students' abuse of the laboratories

is in some way related to his frustration and dissatisfaction

with the programs?



How many "good students" who find lab sessions to be

successful, rewarding experiences fiddle away knobs, jacks

and plugs?

Could the misuse of laboratories be traced back to the

rigid scheduling of laboratory sessions - the direct_result of

lock step progress through the curriculum?

The proposed solutions for the 1970's carry deep implications

concerning languaEe laboratories. By definition, any program in

which the teacher becomes a "manager" of instruction rather

than an "orchestrator" or "drillmaster" assumes that individual

students will have to look somewhere else for the bulk of

their exposure to the foreign language. Programmed self-instruction

implies the same conclusions. So in my opinion, the programs

Proposed for the 1970's will dictate a yet greater reliance

of some type of electronic device.

The break from lock step progress towards self instruction

and individualized learning seems a certainty fov the future.

Whether the cognitive code learning theory supplants the

audiolingual habit t_leory, whatever form the students'

practice may take, the teacher shauJd not expect to act as

the only model for the student. He will have to rely on

something else. And I remain convinced that the

quality of the results is a direct function of the amount



of exposure with proper hell) and guidance.

Problems are numerous. Too many labs do not have full

record-and-playback possibility at the student position to

allow self-pacing. When these positions exist, they are

too small in number to accomodate all students. Their use

is further limited by the time and place factor9 all the

equipment being permanently installed in one room, not

available to the student when he needs it, where he needs it.

Not only may students eventually be expected to urogress

at their own rate through the same programmed materials, but

the programs themselves may hava to be tailored to each

student's learning capability, learning style and interest.

Those program may vary from programs aiming at total

control of communication skills to some involving a very

slight linguistic content, and any level in between.

What shape will the lab take in such a student-centered

program?

The New York State 13ureau of Foreign Languages foresees

a possible future for "Computer Assisted instruction" (CAI)

with a network of student consoles tied into an

undetermined number of regional central comnuter facilities.
ht

A most appealing plan which may very well become a reality eck-VARit,

9
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than I think but at any rate, it does not appear feasible

for the day after tomorrow on a large national scale.

In the meantime, what do we do?

There is available today a little piece of equipment

which many students already own and which may provide

an answer: the cassette recorder. Many teachers are

already using it, some with great imagination and success.

I recently attended a conference where l'qr. Agatstein of

the Wheatley School on Long Island demonstrated the

wonders he is accomplishing thanks to this little machine.

I am sure that many more are already working in this

direction.

I see the cassette recorder as the intrical part of

the foreign language learning center.

What is the learning center? It is not a language

classroom, it is not a laboratory, it is not a library

or a supply storage room, it is not a study hall nor a

lounge but all of those put together. It is a place

where learning sources are available to students: teachers,

tutors'i texts, workbooks, program materials, unipacs, tapes,

records, film strips, films, newspapers, magazines - whatever

may help the student. This includes equipment to use these

learning sources: record players, tape recorders, projectors

10
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and viewers of all sorts and cassette recorders in sufficient

numbers. The cassette recorder offers the individual student

the same capabilities as a langua6e lab in a very small

portable unit.

The cassette recorder is compact and light, it cante toted

about like a book, thus allowing the lab to break through

the confines of the four walls which traditionally contained

the electronic equipment('

Like a book, which can be used in the library or checked

out, the cassette recorder and cassettes can be used in the

learning center or checked out to be used when needed -

even at home if necessary. ..L'he student who signs it out

assumes responsibility for it. This still implies the

possibility of damage and costly repairs, but should this

stop us if we think that it may help solve other more urgent

problems? Besides, don't we already have maintenance problems

with our existing labs?

The tape is relatively safely tucked away in the cassette.

Most kids already know how to operate the machine. Many

already have their own and all should be made aware that a

cassette recorder will be of great value to them particularly

if they go on to college. And think of all the fun derived

from being able to record things other than foreign languages as
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well.

I may sound like a salesman at this point: i would like to

assure you that i am not and will not even mention any brand

name. I do not even own any stock in any electronics industryl

I simply think that the profession should make use of all

technical helps available and perhaps even demand from the

economy that it produce specialized instruments.

The average cassette recorder should do for now but

eventually we may need something better adapted to language

learninr: conditions. We will need an instrument designed

for the specific role we expect it to play in the language

learning process.

The specifications for such an instrument should include

some of the features of the existing language laboratory

equipment.

It should offer good fidelity. This involves the quality

of both the machine and the tape used.

It should offer the possibility of playing a master

track and recording the student's responses simultaneousl

on another track of the same cassette. This will allow the

student to monitor and evaluate his own performance.

12
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It shoulL be equipped with a good quality earphone-microphone

headset combination which will insulate the student from

external sound interference while working.

If this machine is available the problem remains of finding

instructional materials published under adequate form. Very

few if any complete learning sequences in foreign language have

been published with an audio complement recorded on cassettes.

Supplementary materials in cassettes are becoming more

common. Aore and more companies, aware of the potential of

the cassette, are publishing those materials in that form.

The immediate solution seems to be to make up our materials,

an extremely time-consuming process. Let us not of course

leave it up to the Publishing companies to decide what and

how we are going to teach. We must make them aware of our

needs. They will publish what we need because we constitute

their market.

Although the cassette recorder offers a good solution to

the problems posed by the implementation of continuous progress

programs, sblf-instruction programs, individualized learning

programs, it should by no means be considered the only one

at this point. Any tool or system which allows us to break

13



from the lock step progress should be seriously considered.

Any device which makes it possible for each student to learn

at his own rate, according to his own style anci potential will

contribute to solving the crisis in foreign language education

today. If in this way, language learning can be made into a

more personally rewarding experience for the student,he will

naturally want to carry it out as far as he can, generating his

own motivation and assuming responsibility for his own

learning.

Forced attrition and dropout rates may be seriously

reduced. Levels of achieve.ment may be enhanced. All of this

is not going to be achieved by a language lab alone, a

program alone. The hardware is only there to be used with

wisdom. No machine, even electronic, holds any magic. It will

not perform any miracle. The tool is available, we are

accountable for what we do with it.

The answer, in the long run, is not to be found in the

field of technology or even learning theory, but in the human

element of teacher attitude toward the learner, recogniz:i.ng

in each student a unique individual and treating him as such.

Technology perhaps can help us achieve this.

"The more languages a man knows, he is so many more times

a mane" Charles V


